
Source  Shoots  Down  Kim  and
Kanye Marriage Rumors

By Louisa Gonzales

Kim Kardashian and Kanye West are not married, yet. According
to People, the rumors about the recent Vogue cover couple
getting hitched in a secret ceremony over the weekend in Los
Angles are false. A close family friend of Kardashian, 33,
confirms this news, while the rapper’s reps have no comment
about  the  gossip.  West,  36,  and  the  Keeping  Up  With  The
Kardashians star are set to tie the knot on May 24 in France
at opulent Chateau Louis XIV.

What are some advantages of keeping your wedding under wraps?
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Cupid’s Advice:

Planning to get married is an exciting time in any couple’s
relationship, but it also can be stressful. Marriage is a big
decision and commitment, so it can be nice to be able to share
news of your engagement to people, however there’s nothing
wrong with not saying anything about it until you’re ready.
Cupid  has  some  advice  on  some  advantages  of  keeping  your
wedding under wraps:

1. It will make it more special: There’s something exciting
about having something known just between you and your special
someone. Holding onto information until you are ready, is not
a bad thing, it can be a good thing in fact because it can
help strengthen your relationship. Marriage is between you and
your partner, no one else, sure you’re both becoming a part of
each other’s families as well, but that doesn’t mean you can’t
have things on your own.

Related: Kim Kardashian and Kanye West Set a Wedding Date in
Paris

2. You can make it your way: There’s a lot of time, energy and
effort that goes into wedding planning, but also in other new
life changing things like deciding living arrangements. So, it
can be nice to get advice from others, such as friends and
family sometimes, but not on everything, especially the big
decisions. Just think the less people who know, the better
chance  you  have  at  not  getting  influenced  by  other’s  and
actually making your dream wedding, not anyone else’s.

Related: Kim Kardashian and Kanye West Look Casually Glam
Post-’Vogue’ Cover Reveal

3. Less pressure: One big up sides of keeping your wedding
under wraps is you won’t feel the pressure of others, which
will in turn make things less difficult for you. Sometimes
wedding planning can get stressful, especially when you’re
worrying about other people’s expectations, when really you
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should just be focusing on yours and your better half. Don’t
worry about what other people will think, about the wedding,
your partner, your union, whatever, instead remember why you
want to get married.

What do you think are some advantages of keeping your wedding
under wraps? Share in the comments below.


